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Test Name : Test 21 - Revision Part 2 Total Questions : 100
Difficulty Level : Medium Total Marks : 200.00
Test Type : Free Duration : 120.00 mins

Instruction :
Please read the instructions carefully

The total duration of examination is 120 minutes.1.
Right Answer carries 2 marks and 1/3rd is negative marking in case of the wrong answer.2.
The clock will be set at the server. The countdown timer in the top right corner of the screen will3.
display the remaining time available for you to complete the examination. When the timer
reaches zero, the examination will end by itself. You will not be required to end or submit your
examination.
The test contains 100 questions. Each item is given in the language of your preference (Hindi or4.
English)
A test can be given only once5.
In case you feel there is more than one correct response, mark the response, which you consider6.
the best.
All questions carry equal marks i.e. 2 marks each question7.
You can always go back and change your answer before submitting the test. However, this is not8.
possible in the actual UPSC preliminary exam.
Irrespective of how many answers you have marked, the test will automatically close in 2 hours9.
and you will get your score based on the responses marked till then
There are 4 alternatives for each question. For each wrong answer given, one-third of the marks10.
assigned to that question will be deducted as penalty
The Question Palette displayed on the right side of the screen will show the status of each11.
question using one of the following symbols:

 You have not visited the question yet.

 You have not answered the question.

 You have answered the question.

 You have NOT answered the question, but have marked the question for review.

 You have answered the question, but marked it for review.
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Q.1 It is rate at which scheduled banks can borrow funds overnight from RBI against
government securities. It is
A.     bank rate
B.     reverse repo rate
C.     marginal standing facility rate
D.     staturory liquidity ratio

Answer : C,

Solution :

It is rate at which scheduled banks can borrow funds overnight from RBI against
government securities. It is very short term borrowing scheme for scheduled banks. It
was unchanged at 6.25%.

Q.2 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. international solar alliance was launched by India and france to address
deployment of solar energy
2. it is not a treaty based organiation and unites loosely 121 countries within tropics
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : A,

Solution :

The International Solar Alliance (ISA) became treaty-based international
intergovernmental organization on 6th December 2017 one month after Guinea
became 15th country to ratify it. Under this alliance, 121 countries that fall within
tropics i.e. between Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn have been invited to
make collaborative efforts to harness solar energy to generate electricity

Q.3 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. An NGT bench must consist of two or more members with 1 judicial member and
1 expert
2. this balance was required so that technical aspects of debates were adequately
addressed.
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect
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Answer : B,

Solution :

The Union Environment Ministry has allowed NGT Chairperson to “constitute a single-
member bench” in “exceptional circumstances”. It has amended National Green
Tribunal (Practices and Procedure) Rules, 2011 and issued notification. However, it
has not defined “exceptional circumstances”... This move will address festering
problem of vacancies in NGT. According to earlier rules, NGT bench consisted of “two
or more members” with at least one judicial member and another expert. The balance
of judicial and independent experts was necessary to ensure that technical aspects of
disputes were addressed.

Q.4 National Green Tribunal addresses and adjudicates matters relating to which of the
following
1.Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974;
2. Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974;
3.Environment (Protection) Act, 1986;
4. Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991;
5.Forest Conservation Act, 1980
6. Biological Diversity Act, 2002
A.     1, 2, 3
B.     25 6
C.     12356
D.     123456

Answer : D,

Solution :

all of the above. It handles environmental disputes involving multi disciplinary issues

Q.5 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. The NGT is guided by principles of the biodiversity convention that India is party
to
2.it disposes applications and appeals within 6 months of filing
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : B,
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Solution :

The NGT is guided by principles of natural justice and not bound by procedure laid
down under Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. It is mandated to make and endeavour for
disposal of applications or appeals finally within 6 months of filing. New Delhi is
Principal Place of Sitting NGT. Bhopal, Pune, Kolkata and Chennai are other regional
sitting of Tribunal

Q.6 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Act regulates refining, transport
and marketing of petroleum products.
2. the ministry of shipping ensures enough supply across country
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : A,

Solution :

PNGRB was established in 2006 under Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board
Act, 2006. Its mandate is to regulate refining, transport and marketing of petroleum
products. It also ensures enough supply across country, foster fair trade, protect
consumer interest and authorise companies that will build and operate fuel pipelines

Q.7 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. The focus areas of 6th International tourism mart was to spotlight on India’s
“Act East Policy”,
2.The International Tourism Mart is an annual event organised in North Eastern
States
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The focus areas of 6th ITM was to spotlight on India’s “Act East Policy”, blossoming
ties with ASEAN and larger East Asia region, home to world’s rapidly growing
economies and India’s emerging tourism markets.. The International Tourism Mart is
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an annual event organised in North Eastern States on rotation basis. Its objective is to
highlight tourism potentialof region in domestic and international markets. It also
brings together tourism business fraternity and entrepreneurs from the eight North
Eastern States. The earlier editions of this mart were held in Guwahati, Shillong,
Tawang, Gangtok and Imphal

Q.8 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, pledging to uphold the
rights of refugees, help them resettle and ensure they have access to education
and jobs.
2. the US recently joined this after pressure from thE UN
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : A,

Solution :

Today, the US Mission to the United Nations informed the UN Secretary-General that
the United States is ending its participation in the Global Compact on Migration," the
Americans said in a statement.In September 2016, the 193 members of the UN
General Assembly unanimously adopted a non-binding political declaration, the New
York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, pledging to uphold the rights of refugees,
help them resettle and ensure they have access to education and jobs.

"The New York Declaration contains numerous provisions that are inconsistent with
US immigration and refugee policies and the Trump Administration's immigration
principles. As a result, President Trump determined that the United States would end
its participation in the Compact process that aims to reach international consensus at
the UN in 2018," the US statement said.

Q.9 What Is petro
A.     a biofuel
B.     cryptocurrency
C.     a recently discovered mineral
D.     elon musk’s energy efficient car

Answer : B,

Solution :
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Venezuela has launched its own cryptocurrency called Petro to circumvent US-led
financial sanctions. It will be backed by the country’s vast natural resources

Q.10 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. ccryptocurrency is a type of regulated digital money
2. it is attached to fiat currency but used by specific virtual community
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : D,

Solution :

Crypto Currencies or Virtual Currencies are type of unregulated digital money that is
neither issued by central bank/public authority, nor is necessarily attached to fiat
currency, but is used and accepted among the members of specific virtual community.
They are capable of being transferred, stored or traded electronically.
Cryptocurrencies are founded as peer-to-peer (P2P) electronic payment system. They
enable transfer of money between parties, without going through banking system.

Q.11 vigilant ace is the largest air exercise between
A.     a.India and us
B.     b. India and Canada
C.     c. us and south korea
D.     d. us and Australia

Answer : C,

Solution :

South Korea and United States have launched Vigilant Ace, their largest-ever joint
aerial drills. The exercise comes after North Korea tested Hwasong- 15, its most
advanced and powerful Inter Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) as part of its
weapons programme

Q.12 which of the following does the Korean peninsula border
1. china
2. Russia
3. sea of japan
4. east china sea
5. korea strait
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A.     1 and 2 only
B.     b 2, 3, 4 only
C.     c 1, 3, 4, and 5 only
D.     d. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Korean Peninsula is a peninsula in East Asia. It extends southwards for about
1,100 km (680 mi) from continental Asia into the Pacific Ocean and is surrounded by
the Sea of Japan (East Sea) to the east, and the Yellow Sea to the west, the Korea
Straitconnecting the first two bodies of water.

Q.13 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. the shahib behest port is iran’s only oceanic port
2. it has been jointly developed by India, iran and afganistan
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The first phase of Iran’s Chabahar port (Shahid Beheshti Port) which holds significant
strategic and economic importance for India was inaugurated was naugurated was
Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani. It is Iran’s only oceanic port located on the Gulf of
Oman, southeast of Iran near Pakistani border. It has been jointly developed by India
iran and Afghanistan

Q.14 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. mount paektu is an active volcano
2. it is on the border between north korea and china
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :
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Mount Paektu or Mount Baekdu is an active volcano on the border between North
Korea and China. At 2,744 m (9,003 ft), it is the highest mountain of the Changbai and
Baekdudaegan ranges. North and South Koreans consider the volcano and its caldera
lake to be their countries' spiritual home. It is also the highest mountain on the Korean
Peninsula and in Northeast China.[3] A large crater lake, called Heaven Lake, is in the
caldera atop the mountain

Q.15 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. India is not a member of the council of the international maritime organisation
2. India is a category b nation with large interests in internationalsea trade
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : B,

Solution :

India was re-elected to Council of the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) at an
assembly of body at its headquarters in London. India was elected under category B
that represents nations with largest interests in international sea borne trade. It
secured second-highest 144 number of votes after Germany

Q.16 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. the hornbill festival is celebtrated in Nagaland every year
2. hornbill is a revered bird for the nagas
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

Hornbill Festival is celebrated in Nagaland every year in first week of December. It is
one of biggest indigenous festivals of country. The festival pays tribute to Hornbill, the
most admired and revered bird for the Nagas for its qualities of alertness and
grandeur.

Q.17 Ajeya warrior is the combined military exercise between
A.     India and Myanmar
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B.     India and Vietnam
C.     India and Thailand
D.     India and UK

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Combined Military exercise ‘Ajeya Warrior- 2017’ between India and the UK was
held at Mahajan Field Firing Range near Bikaner of Rajasthan. It was third joint
military exercise between India and UK.

Q.18 which of these ways can you get infectedwith AIDS
1. Unprotected sex with an infected person.
2. During pregnancy from mother to child
3. Breastfeeding.
4. Through transfusion of blood.
A.     1 2 only
B.     b 2 and 3 only
C.     c 1, 2, and 3 only
D.     d. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

Unprotected sex with an infected person. During pregnancy from mother to child or
even breastfeeding. Through transfusion of blood. Using of hypodermic needles of
infected person to other person are ways of infection

Q.19 For which of the following operations are BSF deployed
1. Indo-Pakistan International Border,
2. Indo-Bangladesh International Border,
3. Line of Control (LoC)
4. Anti-naxal operations
A.     1 2 3 only
B.     All of the above
C.     1 and 2 only
D.     1 only

Answer : B,

Solution :
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BSF is deployed on Indo-Pakistan International Border, Indo-Bangladesh International
Border, Line of Control (LoC) along with Indian Army and in Antinaxal operations.

Q.20 The objectives of clean sea exercise 2017 are
1. to ascertain preparedness of Indian coastal guard in response to an oil spill
2. hig intensity of oil tanker traffic on the great channel makes it vulnerable to oil
spills
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The exercise was planned to evaluate preparedness for Response Operations for any
such oil pollution incident in highly sensitive area of A&B islands. The Great Channel
between Nicobar Islands and Northern Sumatra that leads into Malacca Straits is
marine drive of high seas. Almost 200 ships cross 160-km wide Straits daily making it
among busiest sea routes of world. Considering, high intensity of oil tanker traffic
through this route, the area s highly vulnerable to oil spills. So there is need for robust
national system for oil spill response is critical.

Q.21 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. the Indian coast guard comes under ministry of shipping
2. it is responsible for passenger safety
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Indian Coast Guard (ICG) under Ministry of Defence is responsible for marine
environment protection in maritime zones of India and is coordinating authority for
response to oil spills in Indian waters. It has drawn up National Oil Spill Disaster
Contingency Plan (NOS-DCP) and has established three pollution response centres at
Mumbai, Chennai and Port Blair

Q.22 the change naval base that was at the heart of a recently signed bilateral agreement
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belongs to
A.     Singapore
B.     china
C.     south korea
D.     Maldives

Answer : A,

Solution :

India and Singapore have signed Bilateral Agreement for Navy Cooperation that will
allow Indian Navy ships logistical support, including refuelling at Singapore’s Changi
Naval Base located near disputed South China Sea (SCS).

Q.23 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. Singapore is situated on 2 major international sea routes – strait of Singapore and
Malacca
2. it also connects the pacific and Indian oceans
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The naval logistics agreement is first for India with country located east of
strategically important Strait of Malacca. Singapore is strategically situated on major
international sea routes – Straits of Singapore and Malacca – and connects Pacific and
Indian Oceans making it economically important.

Q.24 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. HEFA higher education funding agency provides financial assistance to institutes
of higher education
2. it is a statutory agency formed by the government
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : A,

Solution :
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HEFA was registered as Section – 8 Company under Companies Act in May 2017.
Canara Bank was identified as partner for setting up Company. RBI also has granted
license under RBI Act for HEFA to operate as Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC)
in November 2017 and to leverage equity to mobilise money from market as per
requirements of the institutions

Q.25 Hwasong 15 of north korea is
A.     biological weapon
B.     submarine
C.     c intercontinental ballistic missile
D.     nuclear weapon

Answer : C,

Solution :

North Korea successfully launched Hwasong-15, a new type of nuclear-capable
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM). It is North Korea’s most powerful ICBM that
can reach entire eastern US seaboard and Washington

Q.26 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. Indian navy is going to procure software defined radios to ramp up surveillance
2. it is a radio communication system using personal computer
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Union Defence Ministry has approved procurement of 260 Software Defined
Radios (SDR), a naval communication sets for Indian Navy at cost of Rs. Rs. 490 crore
to ramp up surveillance on the high seas. SDR is radio communication system where
components that have been traditionally implemented in hardware are instead
implemented by means of software on personal computer or embedded system

Q.27 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. the finance cpmmission will recommend devolution of shareable central taxes to
states
2. it will make recommendations to augment consolidated fund of India
A.     only 1 is correct
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B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Union Government with the approval President of India has constituted 15th
Finance Commission which will make recommendations for the five years The
commission will recommend devolution of shareable central taxes to States. It will also
review several important aspects of federal fiscal finance... The Commission will make
recommendations on distribution of net proceeds of taxes between Centre and States,
the principles which should govern grants. -in-aid of revenues of States out of
Consolidated Fund of India.

Q.28 Shaktikanta Das has been recently appointed as the G20 Sherpa. It means
1. hes a personal representative of leader of member country
2. Sherpa people seved as guides of mountaineers in Himalayas
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Union Ministry of Finance has appointed Shaktikanta Das, Former Secretary,
Department of Economic Affairs (DEA) as India’s G 20 Sherpa till december 31, 2018
for Development Track of G20.... Sherpa is personal representative of leader of
member country at international Summit meeting such as G8, G20 or Nuclear Security
Summit. The term has been derived from Nepalese Sherpa people, who serve as
guides for mountaineers in Himalayas....

Q.29 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. ASA is signed between countries to decide on number of flights that airlines can
fly into each other’s countries
2. India has signed an open sky arrangement with Greece
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect
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Answer : C,

Solution :

ASA is signed between countries to decide on number of flights that airlines can fly
into each other’s countries.. The ASA between India and Greece will allow airlines
from Greece to operate unlimited flights to six Indian metropolitan airports and Indian
carriers can fly to Greece without any such restriction. It makes Greece first country
with which India has open sky arrangement under our new civil aviation policy 2016

Q.30 which of the following statements are correct ?
1. Indian Ocean naval symposium is a voluntary initiative that is for maritime
security of the littoral states of Indian ocean
2. srilanka and united kingdom are members
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

http://ions.gov.in/member_country

Q.31 which of the following statements are correct ?
1.WHO’s guidelines of child sex abuse does not offer emergency contraception to
girl child who has been rapes
2. it provides for cognitive behavioural therapy
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

WHO’s first of kind gender sensitive guidelines provide first line support to child or
adolescent in response to the disclosure of sexual abuse. It offers HIV post-exposure
prophylaxis and adherence support to those who have been raped and who present
within 72 hours. It offers emergency contraception to girl child who has been raped
and who present within 120 hours (5 days). It takes into consideration STI (sexully

http://ions.gov.in/member_country
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transmitted infections) presumptive treatment or prophylaxis in settings where
laboratory testing is not feasible.

Q.32 which of these are payloads that will be carried by aditya l1 mission
1. visible emission line coronograph
2. solar low energy xrayspectrometer
3. magnetometer
4. plasma analyser package for aditya
A.     1 2 3 only
B.     1 2 4 only
C.     All of the above
D.     1 and 2 only

Answer : C,

Solution :

The largest payload, or instrument, aboard the satellite, will be the Visible Emission
Line Coronagraph (VLEC). This can view the sun more closely than has been done
before even by SOHO.

With this advantage, the instrument has the capacity to observe the loop-like magnetic
structures that form in the corona, the outer layer of the sun. “This will be the first
experiment to measure the coronal magnetic field from a space platform. This was not
even done by SOHO,” says Dipankar Banerjee, the Science Working Group Chair of
VELC.

Between them, the three payloads — VLEC, the Solar Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope
(SUIT) and the X-ray spectrometers — can image the sun in all wavelengths.

Apart from this, the two in situ particle-detection payloads - Aditya Solar wind Particle
EXperiment (ASPEX) and Plasma Analyser Package for Aditya (PAPA) and a
magnetometer

Q.33 why Is ultraviolet imaging of the sun not possible from earth
1. the range is prevented from entering earth’s atmosphere by the ozone layer in the
stratosphere
2. ozone depletion also stops this radiation
A.     only 1 is correct
B.     only 2 is correct
C.     all are correct
D.     all are incorrect
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Answer : A,

Solution :

The ultraviolet (UV) imaging payload will capture the sun using UV filters, something
that is not possible from Earth. the wavelength range 200-400 nanometres. This is The
range of ultraviolet light to be observed is prevented from entering the lower layers of
the earth’s atmosphere by the ozone layer in the stratosphere. Ozone depletion can
lead to this radiation filtering through to lower levels where it can have harmful
effects. Since this radiation is stopped at the stratosphere, images of the sun in this
wavelength cannot be obtained on earth. Therefore, this will be the first time a UV
imaging of the sun will be done.

Q.34 Consider the following about Charter Act 1833. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The law making powers of Madras and Bombay were abolished
2.       A law member that was added under the 1813 Act continued to exist
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Influx of a large number of Europeans who settled in different parts of India made it all
the more necessary that a uniform system of law should be introduced. The Charter
Act of 1833, therefore, provided that the Governor-General in Council would make
laws for India, and the former law-making powers of the Bombay and Madras
Presidencies were abolished.

The Charter Act of 1833 enlarged the Executive Council of the Governor-General by
adding to it a fourth member—Law Member, for legislative purposes only and the
fourth member was to give professional advice to the Council in matters of law-
making, and could cast his vote only for the purpose

Q.35 Assertion: Under the Charter Act 1833 the directors of East India Company were to receive
dividends from India
Reason: It was a kind of a compensation for the abolishing of company’s commercial privileges
A.     A is right and R is the correct explanation of A
B.     A is right but R is not the correct explanation of A
C.     A is not correct but R is correct
D.     Both A and R are not correct
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Answer : A,

Solution :

The Charter Act of 1833 gave another lease of life for twenty years to the East India
Company which was to administer the Indian territories “in trust for His Majesty, his
heirs and successors”. The Company’s commercial privileges were all abolished and
henceforth it was to function as a political organisation. India was to pay the
Company’s debts and the Company’s share-holders were to receive 10½% dividend per
annum till 1874 as compensation for the abolition of the Company’s Commercial
privileges.

Q.36 Money is not used to serve which of the following?
A.     It can be used in making payments for all transactions of goods and services.
B.     It helps in measuring the value of goods and services.
C.     Money acts as a standard deferred payment
D.     None of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

Primary/Basic functions:-

i) Medium of Exchange: - It can be used in making payments for all transactions of

goods and services.

ii) Measure /Unit of value: - It helps in measuring the value of goods and services. The value is
usually called as price. After knowing the value of goods in single unit

(price) exchanges become easy.

Secondary functions:-

i) Standard of deferred payments: Deferred payments referred to those payments which are to
be made in near future. Money acts as a standard deferred payment due to the following
reasons:

a) Value of money remains more or less constant compared to other

commodities.

b) Money has the merit of general acceptability.

c) Money is more durable compare to other commodity.
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ii) Store of value: Money can be stored and does not lose value Money acts as a store of value
due to the following reasons:

a) It is easy and economical to store.

b) Money has the merit of general acceptability.

c) Value of money remains relatively constant

Q.37 Which of the following about money is incorrect?
1.       Money has removed the major difficulty of the double coincidence of wants.
2.       Money has become measuring rod to measure the value of goods and services and is
expressed in terms of price.
3.       It is very convenient, easy and economical to store the value and has got general
acceptability which was lacking in the barter system.
4.       Money has simplified the borrowing and lending of operations which were difficult
under barter system.
5.       Money has encouraged capital formation
Options:
A.     Only 1 and 5
B.     Only 1, 2, 3 and 5
C.     Only 5
D.     All are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

none

Q.38 Consider the following statements:
1.       M1=currency held by public + Demand deposits + other deposits with Reserve Bank of
India.
2.       M2=M1+saving deposits with post office saving bank.
3.       M3=M2+net time deposit with the bank
Options:
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 1 and 2 are correct
C.     Only 3 is correct
D.     All are correct

Answer : B,

Solution :

MONEY SUPPLY: refers to total volume of money held by public at a particular point of time in
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an economy.

M1=currency held by public + Demand deposits + other deposits with Reserve Bank of India.

M2=M1+saving deposits with post office saving bank

M3=M1+net time deposit with the bank

M4=M3 + total deposits with post office saving bank excluding national saving certificate.

Q.39 Which of the following measures, if adopted, will ensure safety in train operations?
1. Elimination of unmanned level crossings
2. Manufacture and procurement of only Linke Hoffman Busch coaches
3. Anti-fog LED lights installed on all locomotives
Select the correct answer using the code given below:
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     2 and 3 only
C.     1 and 3 only
D.     1, 2 and 3

Answer : D,

Solution :

Railway traffic signals are invisible with the naked eye in foggy conditions. Anti-fog lights can
improve the visibility for the loco pilot who then can respond appropriately to traffic signals.
This ensures safety of passengers.

Q.40 Which among the following places in NOT responsible in initiating the Zero Hunger
Programme?
A.     Gorakpur
B.     Koraput
C.     Thane
D.     Mysore

Answer : D,

Solution :

Three districts – Gorakhpur in Uttar Pradesh, Koraput in Odisha and Thane in Maharashtra –
will initiate India’s ambitious ‘Zero Hunger’ programme through interventions in farm sector
on October 16

Q.41 The Kaladan Multimodal project is a project between India and
A.     Bangladesh
B.     Iran
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C.     Myanmar
D.     Bhutan

Answer : C,

Solution :

Government of India (GoI) is developing the Kaladan Multi Modal Transit Transport Project in
Myanmar.

The project includes a waterways component of 158 km on Kaladanriver from Sittwe to
Paletwa in Myanmar and a road component of 109 km from Paletwa to Zorinpui on the India-
Myanmar border in Mizoram State. The waterways component comprises Sittwe Port, Inland
Water Transport (IWT) terminals, backup facilities and navigational channel.

The project is being implemented with GoI’s grant assistance under the head of ‘Aid to
Myanmar’.

Under waterways component, Port and Inland Water Transport (IWT) terminal at Sittwe and
related infrastructure/back up facilities; IWT/trans-shipment terminal and related facilities at
Paletwa; navigational channel along Kaladan river from Sittwe to Paletwa and six self-
propelled IWT vessels have been completed. The construction of the road component is behind
schedule. The work on road construction has already been awarded on 17 March 2017 and the
construction period is 36 months.

Q.42 The Telecom Disputes Settlement Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT) was established to:
A.     Replace TRAI as the regulator of telecom businesses
B.     Assist TRAI in regulating
C.     Take over the adjudicatory functions of TRAI
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

In January 2000, TRAI act was amended to establish the Telecom Disputes Settlement
Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT) to take over the adjudicatory functions of the TRAI.

The TDSAT was set up to resolve any dispute between a licencor and a licensee, between two
or more service providers, between a service provider and a group of consumers. In addition,
any direction, TRAI orders or decisions can be challenged by appealing to TDSAT.

Q.43 Priority Sector Lending is an important role given by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to the
banks for-
A.     Providing a specified portion of the bank lending to few specific sectors.
B.     Providing free loans to the agriculture sector
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C.     Naming a priority sector every year and working on intensifying development through
that sector.

D.     Lending of loans to the weaker sections of the society to study abroad.

Answer : A,

Solution :

Priority Sector Lending is an important role given by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to the
banks for providing a specified portion of the bank lending to few specific sectors like
agriculture or small scale industries. This is essentially meant for an all round development of
the economy as opposed to focusing only on the financial sector. Typically, these are small
value loans to farmers for agriculture and allied activities, micro and small enterprises, poor
people for housing, students for education and other low income groups and weaker sections.

Q.44 Consider the following about the Hague Abduction Convention-
1. The Ministry of Women and Child Development has reservations about the treaty because
they believe it could trample on women’s rights.
2. America says India should sign this convention to create a more effective response to deal
with abduction cases and prevent inter-country parental child abduction.
Choose the correct answer from below:
A.     Only statement 1 is correct
B.     Only statement 2 is correct
C.     Both the statements are correct
D.     Both the statements are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

An “inter-ministerial process” is under way to discuss the repercussions of the Hague
convention on India. The government had in November 2016 announced that it would not sign
the convention. The Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction or
Hague Abduction Convention is a multilateral treaty developed by the Hague Conference on
Private International Law (HCCH) that provides an expeditious method to return a child
internationally abducted by a parent from one member country to another.

Q.45 Which of the following is incorrect about the H1B Visa?
A.     The H-1B visa is a non-immigrant visa
B.     It allows US companies to employ foreign workers in speciality occupations that require

theoretical or technical expertise.
C.     The technology companies depend on it to hire tens of thousands of employees each

year.
D.     It’s aim was to help Indian Refugees migrate to US during the 1984 Anti-Sikh riots
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Answer : D,

Solution :

The aim of the H1B visa programme was to supplement the US workforce with high-skilled
workers to do jobs that Americans are not skilled to do, not to replace the US workers.

Q.46 Consider the following statements about the rural urban composition:
1.       Rural population engaged in primary activities whereas urban other than primary
activities.
2.       Rural and urban composition of west European countries is similar to that of African
3.       countries despite change in standard of living.
4.       Sex ratio is different in European countries than African countries.
5.       In west European countries males are more in rural areas and females are more in
urban
areas.
In Asian countries females are more in rural areas.
Options:
A.     Only 5 is correct
B.     Only 1 and 5 are correct
C.     Only 1, 3, 4, and 5 are correct
D.     Only 1, 3 and 4 are correct

Answer : C,

Solution :

Rural urban composition: 1. It is based on residence 2. They differ from each other 3. The
criteria for rural and urban varies from country to country 4. Rural population engaged in
primary activities whereas urban other than primary activities 5. Rural and urban composition
of west European countries is different from African countries 6. Sex ratio is also different in
European countries than African countries 7. In west European countries males are more in
rural areas and females are more in urban areas 8. In Asian countries female is more in rural
areas 9. In Asian countries female is less in urban areas due to shortage of housing, high cost
of living, paucity of jobs, lack of security in cities.

Q.47 Which of the following is correct?
A.     Growth: • it is the quantitative • and value neutral, • it may be positive, or negative, •

ex. Density of population, total population.
B.     Development: • qualitative change • always positive, • an addition to the present

condition, • Ex. Per-capita income facilities.
C.     Both a and b
D.     Neither a nor b

Answer : C,
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Solution :

none

Q.48 Which of the following about human development is incorrect?
A.     Equity: equal opportunities available to everybody. Irrespective of gender, race, income.
B.     Sustainability: continuity in availability of resources, each generation must

haveopportunities.
C.     Production: in terms of labor, capital and resource management. It should be

constantlyincreased.
D.     Empowerment: to have power to make decisions. Increasing freedom and capability,

good governance, and govt. policies.

Answer : C,

Solution :

Productivity (not production): productivity in terms of labor productivity, it should be
constantly enriched

Q.49 Which of the following is / are members of BIMSTEC?
1.       Myanmar
2.       Sri Lanka
3.       Vietnam
4.       Nepal
A.     1, 2 and 3 only
B.     2, 3 and 4 only
C.     1, 2 and 4 only
D.     1 and 4 only

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) is an international organisation involving a group of countries in South Asia and
South East Asia. These are: Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Bhutan and
Nepal. The BIMSTEC states are among the countries dependent on the Bay of Bengal.

Q.50 Consider the following statements:
1. The concept of human development was introduced by DR. MahbubulHaq:
development that enlarges people’s choices and improves their lives.
2. Size of the country and per-capita income is in no way directly related to human
development.
Options:
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A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both are correct
D.     Both are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

Size of the country and per-capita income are not directly related to human

development. Like Sri Lanka and Trinidad have higher HDI than India.

Q.51 Which of the following is not a primary activity?
A.     Livestock rearing
B.     Hunting and gathering
C.     Agriculture
D.     All are primary activities

Answer : B,

Solution :

Hunting and gathering 1. Depend on their immediate environment 2. Depend on animals they
hunted and edible plants which they gathered 3.Primitive societies depend on hunting and
gathering, fishing. 4. oldest occupation, practiced in harsh climatic conditions 5. Depend on
animals, for food, shelter, clothing 6. small capital, low level of technology, 7. Practiced in
High

latitude areas such as Eurasia, Southern Chile. Low latitude such as Amazon, Congo, S.E.
Asian countries 8. In modern market some gathering is done such as leaves, bark nuts, fabric
rubber, balata, gums and resins.

Commercial livestock rearing: 1. It is more organized 2. Capital intensive 3. Practised in
permanent ranches 4. Larger areas and divided in to parcels 5. Animals are moved from one
parcel to another 6. Number of animals are kept based on capacity of the pasture 7. Animals
are sheep, cattle, goats and horses and products are meat, wool, hides and skin 8. Practiced in
New Zealand, Australia Argentina Uruguay and USA.

Q.52 Consider the following statements:
1. Based on output/product industries can be classified into Cottage / house hold, Small
scale and Large scale
2. Based on size industries can be classified into Basic industries and Consumer industries.
Options:
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
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C.     Both are correct
D.     Both are incorrect

Answer : D,

Solution :

Classification of industries

Based on size 1. Cottage / house hold 2. Small scale 3. Large scale

Based on output/product 1. Basic industries 2. Consumer industries

Based on ownership 1. Public sector 2.Private sector 3. Joint sector

Based on input/raw material 1. Agro-based 2. Mineral based 3. Chemical based 4. Forest based
5. Animal based

Q.53 Only a fraction of deposits is kept as Cash Reserve because:
1.       All depositors do not withdraw the money at the same time.
2.       There is constant flow of new deposits into the banks.
Options:
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both are correct
D.     Both are incorrect

Answer : C,

Solution :

none

Q.54 Which of the following is incorrect?
A.     Central bank is a sole authority to issue currency in the country.
B.     Central Bank is obliged to back the currency with assets of equal value (usually gold

coins, gold bullions, foreign securities etc.,)
C.     Both a and b
D.     Neither a nor b

Answer : C,

Solution :

Currency authority or bank of issue: Central bank is a sole authority to issue currency in the
country. Central Bank is obliged to back the currency with assets of equal value (usually gold
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coins, gold bullions, foreign securities etc.,)

Advantages of sole authority of note issue:
·         Uniformity in note circulation
·         Better supervision and control
·         It is easy to control credit
·         Ensures public faith
·         Stabilization of internal and external value of currency

Q.55 Consider the following about Charter Act 1833. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The law making powers of Madras and Bombay were abolished
2.       A law member that was added under the 1813 Act continued to exist
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Influx of a large number of Europeans who settled in different parts of India made it all the
more necessary that a uniform system of law should be introduced. The Charter Act of 1833,
therefore, provided that the Governor-General in Council would make laws for India, and the
former law-making powers of the Bombay and Madras Presidencies were abolished.

The Charter Act of 1833 enlarged the Executive Council of the Governor-General by adding to
it a fourth member—Law Member, for legislative purposes only and the fourth member was to
give professional advice to the Council in matters of law-making, and could cast his vote only
for the purpose

Q.56 Assertion: Under the Charter Act 1833 the directors of East India Company were to receive
dividends from India
Reason: It was a kind of a compensation for the abolishing of company’s commercial privileges
A.     A is right and R is the correct explanation of A
B.     A is right but R is not the correct explanation of A
C.     A is not correct but R is correct
D.     Both A and R are not correct

Answer : A,

Solution :

The Charter Act of 1833 gave another lease of life for twenty years to the East India Company
which was to administer the Indian territories “in trust for His Majesty, his heirs and
successors”. The Company’s commercial privileges were all abolished and henceforth it was to
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function as a political organisation. India was to pay the Company’s debts and the Company’s
share-holders were to receive 10½% dividend per annum till 1874 as compensation for the
abolition of the Company’s Commercial privileges.

Q.57 The Lorenz curve depicts
A.     Inflation pitched against supply
B.     Income inequality
C.     Inflation and Unemployment
D.     Law of du=diminishing marginal utility

Answer : B,

Solution :

The Lorenz curve is a graphical representation of income inequality or wealth inequality
developed by American economist Max Lorenz in 1905. The graph plots percentiles of the
population according to income or wealth on the horizontal axis. It plots cumulative income or
wealth on the vertical axis, so that an x-value of 45 and a y-value of 14.2 would mean that the
bottom 45% of the population controls 14.2% of the total income or wealth.

Q.58 Consider the following about flexi-fare system followed by the Indian Railways
1.       The revenue of the Railways increased
2.       The railways lost passengers and many berths were vacant
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

The flexi-fare system was launched in September 2016, led to an increase of up to 50 percent
in fares

Under the formula, base fares increase from 10 per cent to 50 per cent with every 10 per cent
of berths booked

Reportedly, even though revenue increased, the railways lost passengers as several berths
remained vacant

If this dynamic pricing policy is implemented by railways, it may lead to a revamp of the flexi-
fare scheme.

Q.59 VyasSamman is an annual award given to outstanding work in the field of
A.     Sanskrit literature
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B.     Poetry in any of the scheduled languages
C.     Hindi literature
D.     Theatre

Answer : C,

Solution :

According to the KK Birla Foundation, which instituted the award in 1991, VyasSamman is
given annually to an outstanding work of Hindi literature by an Indian citizen published in the
last 10 years.

Distinguished Hindi writer MamtaKalia will be honoured with the esteemed literary award
VyasSamman for the year 2017. She will bag this award for her pioneering novel
DukkhamSukkham, the KK Birla Foundation -- originator of the award – announced

Q.60 Consider the following about Charter Act 1833.
1.       The Act had intensified the discrimination in the matters of appointment of Indians in
high posts of the company’s services
2.       The Act sought to abolish slavery
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

The Act by abolition of distinction between the subjects by reason of caste, birth, race or
religion in matters of appointment to services of the Company had done away with the most
glaring injustice done by Lord Cornwallis and the Charter Act of 1793 by excluding the Indians
from the high posts of the Company’s services. This declaration of equality of the subjects
became the sheet-anchor of Indian political agitations in the subsequent history of India.”
Abolition of slavery was also a very commendable feature of the Act of 1833.

Q.61 Which of the following were governor general(s) during the reign of Hyder Ali of Mysore?
1.       Lord Cornwallis
2.       Lord Wellesley
3.       Lord Barlow
4.       Lord Warren Hastings
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     1 only
C.     4 only
D.     2 and 4 only
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Answer : C,

Solution :

Hyder Ali’s reign was between the years 1761 and 1782 when he died. The first governor
general Warren Hastings was in office between 1773 and 1785

Q.62 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       Subsidiary Alliance was first applied to the state of Hyderabad
2.       The signatories could not negotiate with any other ruler without the Viceroy’s
permission
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.     Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Governor General in the place of Viceroy because Viceroy came to being only after Queen’s
proclamation

Q.63 Which of the following does Spain share border with?
1.       United Kingdom
2.       Portugal
3.       Morocco
4.       France
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     2, 3 and 4 only
C.     1 and 4 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

Spain shares border with France, Portugal, Andorra, Morocco (Ceuta) and UK (Giblartar)

Q.64 Arrange the following chronologically
1.       Treaty of Surji-Arjungaon
2.       Treaty of Srirangapatnam
3.       Treaty of Mangalore
4.       Treaty of Bassien
A.     4-3-1-2
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B.     3-2-4-1
C.     3-4-2-1
D.     4-1-3-2

Answer : B,

Solution :

Treaty of Mangalore: 1784

Treaty of Srirangapatnam: 1792

Treaty of Bassien: 1802

Treaty of Surji-Arjungaon: 1803

Q.65 Which of the following countries are a part of the Mekong-Ganga Cooperation?
1.       India
2.       Seychelles
3.       Cambodia
4.       Brunei
5.       Mongolia
A.     1, 2 and 3 only
B.     1 and 3 only
C.     1, 2, 3 and 5 only
D.     1, 4 and 5 only

Answer : B,

Solution :

MGC comprises six member countries, namely India Thailand, Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and
Vietnam. The four areas of cooperation are tourism, culture, education, and transportation.

Q.66 Which of the following countries eliminated measles in 2017?
1.       Bhutan
2.       Nepal
3.       Maldives
4.       United Kingdom
A.     1, 2 and 3 only
B.     2, 3 and 4 only
C.      1, 3 and 4 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : C,
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Solution :

Vaccines also continued to show how they can eliminate diseases from entire countries and
regions. Neonatal tetanus was eliminated from the region of the Americas. South Korea and
New Zealand eliminated local transmission of measles and rubella, and the United Kingdom,
Bhutan, and the Maldives eliminated measles. By prioritizing vaccines, these countries will
experience the lifesaving benefits of immunization, as well as its impressive return on
investment, since every dollar invested in vaccines generates $44 in economic and social
benefits.

Q.67 Recently a country has committed to stop oil exploration in the definitive future. Which
country is it?
A.     Netherlands
B.     Norway
C.      Denmark
D.     France

Answer : D,

Solution :

France is to ban all drilling for oil and natural gas by 2040 after its Parliament approved part
of President Emmanuel Macron’s plans to cut the use of fossil fuels.

It will become illegal to produce or look for oil and gas in the country and its overseas
territories. Existing drilling permits will expire in 2040 and, from today, no new ones will be
granted.

France is the first country in the world to pass such a law.

Q.68 Assertion: A person would want to choose ZigBee for a home control devices in a big house
over WiFi
Reason: ZigBee has minimal signal loss issues
A.     A is right and R is the correct explanation of A
B.     A is right but R is not the correct explanation of A
C.      A is not correct but R is correct
D.     Both A and R are not correct

Answer : A,

Solution :

Wi-Fi extenders pull in a signal but end up kicking only about half the data rate back out,
meaning netowrks stretch farther but at the cost of performance. Mesh networks like Zigbee
and Z-Wave don’t experience this kind of signal loss — partly because they are very low-
bandwidth to begin with. And that low-bandwidth makes these two standards great for simple
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devices like window and door motion sensors, or smart lightbulbs that only need data
connections to turn on or off.

Q.69 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       Al-Barauni’sKitab-ul-Hind follows a geometrical pattern covers astronomy, alchemy and
other topics
2.       Kabir’s compositions are found in AdiGranth Sahib
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

Al-Biruni’sKitab-ul-Hind, written in Arabic, is simple and lucid. It is a voluminous text, divided
into 80 chapters on subjects such as religion and philosophy, festivals, astronomy, alchemy,
manners and customs, social life, weights and measures, iconography, laws and metrology

Q.70 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       Ibn Battuta visited India during the time of AlauddinKhilji
2.       He wrote a book Rihila in Prakrit as he was impressed by the language and the Brahmi
script
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

He visited during the reign of Mohammed Bin Tughlaq. His book was written in Arabic

Q.71 Identify the wrong statement
1.       Duarte Barbosa had written extensively on trade and society in South India
2.       Roberto Nobili translated a good chunk of Indian texts into European languages
3.       Francois Bernier wrote about the Mughal Court
A.     Only 1
B.     Only 2 and 3
C.      Only 1 and 2
D.     None of the above

Answer : D,
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Solution :

They are all correct statements

Q.72 The concept of ‘Asiatic Model of Production’ was developed by
A.     AmartyaSen
B.     John Keynes
C.      Karl Marx
D.     Chester Bernard

Answer : C,

Solution :

It is essentially surplus appropriated by state with a number of egalitarian village
communities.

This idea was further developed as the concept of the Asiatic mode of production by Karl Marx
in the nineteenth century. He argued that in India (and other Asian countries), before
colonialism, surplus was appropriated by the state. This led to the emergence of a society that
was composed of a large number of autonomous and (internally) egalitarian village
communities. The imperial court presided over these village communities, respecting their
autonomy as long as the flow of surplus was unimpeded. This was regarded as a stagnant
system. However, this picture of rural society was far from true. In fact, during the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, rural society was characterised by considerable social and
economic differentiation.

Q.73 In 20th Century sociological studies spoke about ‘Great’ and ‘Little’ traditions in Indian society.
What do they mean?
A.     Prevalent differences between arts and sciences
B.     Dominant tradition of priest class and minor tradition of the local people respectively
C.      Traditions of the menfolk and the womenfolk
D.     Differences between works of the writers sponsored by the courts and local writers

Answer : B,

Solution :

The terms great and little traditions were coined by a sociologist named Robert Redfield in the
twentieth century to describe the cultural practices of peasant societies. He found that
peasants observed rituals and customs that emanated from dominant social categories,
including priests and rulers. These he classified as part of a great tradition. At the same time,
peasants also followed local practices that did not necessarily correspond with those of the
great tradition. These he included within the category of little tradition. He also noticed that
both great and little traditions changed over time, through a process of interaction.
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Q.74 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The tantrics adhered to a strong system of caste-based hierarchy and built strong
temples
2.       They were prevalent in eastern parts of the Indian subcontinent
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Often associated with the goddess were forms of worship that were classified as Tantric.
Tantric practices were widespread in several parts of the subcontinent – they were open to
women and men, and practitioners often ignored differences of caste and class within the
ritual context. Many of these ideas influenced Shaivism as well as Buddhism, especially in the
eastern, northern and southern parts of the subcontinent.

Q.75 Legal aid has been expressly dealt with in which of the following articles in the Constitution?
A.     Article 21
B.     Article 39A
C.      Article 323A
D.     Article 300A

Answer : B,

Solution :

Equal justice and free legal aid —The State shall secure that the operation of the legal system
promotes justice, on a basis of equal opportunity, and shall, in particular, provide free legal
aid, by suitable legislation or schemes or in any other way, to ensure that opportunities for
securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities.

Q.76 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       While Agni and Indra are Vedic gods, Vishnu is predominantly a Puranic god
2.       In spite of the proliferation the Bhakti movement, Brahmins still retained their
importance in most of the variants
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,
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Solution :

Brahmanas remained important intermediaries between gods and devotees in several forms of
bhakti. These traditions however, accommodated and acknowledged women and the “lower
castes”. While we can catch a glimpse of Vishnu, Shiva in the vedas they are more prominent
in the puranas.

Q.77 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The followers of Virashiva tradition supported widow-remarriage
2.       The Vachanas of Basava were composed in Kannada as against Sanskrit
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

Lingayats did not believe in rebirth. They supported post-puberty marriage and marriage of
widows. Vachanas were composed in Kannada

Q.78 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       Shankaracharya and Ramanuja existed much before the arrival of the Sultans of Delhi
2.       Rajputs continued to remain strong as ever during the Sultanate period
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Shankaracharya – 8th Century A.D. Ramanuja – 12th Century A.D.

The sultanate dynasty led to the fall of the Rajputs.

Q.79 CARB-X initiative is related to which of the following?
A.     Nourishment mechanism among under-nourished children
B.     Combating drug-resistant bacteria
C.      Framework to tackle obesity among young adults
D.     Fortification of cereal crops

Answer : B,
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Solution :

CARB-X, or Combating Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria Biopharmaceutical Accelerator, is a
public-private international partnership, which was set up in 2016 to focus on innovations to
improve diagnosis and treatment of drug-resistant infections.

Q.80 Which of the following countries are a part of ASEAN?
1.       Singapore
2.       Myanmar
3.       Seychelles
4.       Indonesia
5.       Laos
A.     1, 2 and 3 only
B.     1, 2, 3, and 5 only
C.      1, 2, 4 and 5 only
D.     1 and 5 only

Answer : C,

Solution :

There are 10 member States and they are: Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore, Myanmar (Burma), Cambodia, Laos, and Brunei

Q.81 Consider the following about PM 2.5 pollutant. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       It can cause heart attacks and permanent damage to the DNA
2.       It is way too finer than a human hair and therefore they do not add to reduction in
visibility
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

It is particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in size, or 30 times finer than a human hair

When inhaled, can enter deep into the lungs and sometimes the bloodstream to cause serious
harm

The tiny particles also reduces visibility and cause the air to appear hazy when levels are
elevated

It is one of the deadliest form of air pollution as it can penetrate deep into blood streams
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unfiltered and can cause permanent DNA mutations, heart attacks and premature death.

Q.82 India got its first Homeopathy Virology lab recently in which of the following cities?
A.     Dehradun
B.     Cochin
C.      Bangalore
D.     Kolkatta

Answer : D,

Solution :

India's first state-of-the-art virology laboratory is up and running now in Kolkata. The
laboratory is only one of its kind in India for conducting basic and fundamental research in
Homoeopathy

The research will be done on viral diseases like influenza, dengue, chikunguniya, Japanese
encephalitis and swine flu (H1N1)

It will develop new drugs and technologies to combat emerging challenges of viral diseases

The laboratory is recognized by the Calcutta University to undertake research work of PhD
students in field of homoeopathy.

Q.83 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       The Directive Principles of State Policy expressly state the State’s responsibility towards
separation of executive and judiciary
2.       The DPSPs give President of India, the power to decide upon the national monuments
that would be protected by the State.
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Article 49: Protection ofmonuments and places and objects of national importance —It shall be
the obligation of the State to protect every monument or place or object of artistic or historic
interest, declared by or under law made by Parliament to be of national importance, from
spoliation, disfigurement, destruction, removal, disposal or export, as the case may be.

50. Separation of judiciary from executive —The State shall take steps to separate the
judiciary from the executive in the public services of the State.
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Q.84 Damin-i-Koh is related to which of the following in the 19th century?
A.     A defined piece of land
B.     A corpus to help non-Islamic religions
C.      Agricultural credit given to marginal farmers
D.     Grants given to destitute

Answer : A,

Solution :

The Santhals were given land and persuaded to settle in the foothills of Rajmahal. By 1832 a
large area of land was demarcated as Damin-i-Koh. This was declared to be the land of the
Santhals. They were to live within it, practise plough agriculture, and become settled
peasants.

After the demarcation of Damin-i-Koh, Santhal settlements expanded rapidly. From 40 Santhal
villages in the area in 1838, as many as 1,473 villages had come up by 1851. Over the same
period, the Santhal population increased from a mere 3,000 to over 82,000. As cultivation
expanded, an increased volume of revenue flowed into the Company’s coffers.

Q.85 Arrange the following chronologically
1.       Abolition of Sati
2.       Deccan Riots Commission
3.       First Indian Councils Act
4.       Doctrine of Lapse
A.     1-3-4-2
B.     1-4-3-2
C.      2-3-4-1
D.     2-4-3-1

Answer : B,

Solution :

Abolition of Sati in 1829 | Doctrine of Lapse in 1848 | 1st Councils Act: 1861 | Deccan Riots
Commission in 1875.

Q.86 FASTag is a device that facilitates which of the following?
A.     Tagging habitual criminals
B.     Toll payments
C.      Tracking PDS delivery
D.     Tracking fertilizer subsidy

Answer : B,
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Solution :

The National Highways Authority of India has come out with two mobile apps – MyFASTag and
FASTag Partner – as part of its efforts to facilitate availability of the tag towards electronic toll
payment. It is a device that uses Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology for making
toll payments directly from the prepaid account linked to it. It is affixed on the windscreen of
vehicle and enables to drive through toll plazas without waiting.

The tag has a validity of 5 years and after purchase, it only needs to be recharged or topped
up. The service is applicable to all kinds of vehicles but use of the service is currently
voluntary

Q.87 Arrange the following chronologically
1.       Wavell Plan
2.       Cripps Mission
3.       Rajaji Formula
4.       Liaquat – Nehru Pact
A.     1-2-4-3
B.     2-3-1-4
C.      2-1-4-3
D.     2-3-4-1

Answer : B,

Solution :

Cripps Mission: 1942

Rajaji Formula: 1944

Wavell Plan: 1945

Liaquat-Nehru Pact – 1950

Q.88 “NuakhaiJuhar” is the chief harvest festival of
A.     Odisha
B.     Himachal Pradesh
C.      Sikkim
D.     Karnataka

Answer : A,

Solution :

Nuakhai is the chief festival of Western Odisha. It is the harvest festival of Odisha wherein
farmers are in possession of new rice of the season. They offer the first produce of their
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respective lands to Goddess Samaleswari and then consume it personally. It is one of the major
festivals celebrated widely in the state.

Q.89 What is the name of the recently built world’s smallest surgical robot?
A.     Versius
B.     Sisyphus
C.      Cornelius
D.     Minimus

Answer : A,

Solution :

Scientists in the UK have developed the world’s smallest surgical robot with low-cost
technology used in mobile phones and space industries. The robot is called Versius. The robot
is controlled by a surgeon at a console guided by a 3D screen in the operating theatre.

It works like a human arm and contains technology that detects resistance to make sure the
right amount of force is used when the instruments are inside the patient. Such procedures
reduce complications and pain after surgery and speed up recovery time for patients.

Q.90 Who was the first Indian member in the Viceroy’s executive council?
A.     Syed HussainBilgrami
B.     DadabhaiNaoroji
C.      GopalakrishnaGokhale
D.     SatyendraSinha

Answer : D,

Solution :

He was a member of the Indian National Congress from 1896 to 1919, when, along with other
moderates, he left the organisation. He was elected to preside over the Bombay session of the
Congress in 1915.

Sinha became Standing Counsel to the Government of India in 1903. He was the first Indian to
be appointed as Advocate-General of Bengal in 1908, and the first Indian member of the
Viceroy's Executive Council in 1909.

Q.91 Which of the following committees deals with reforms in Military affairs and security?
1.       Shekatkar Committee
2.       Kasturirangan Committee
3.       Shanta Kumar Committee
4.       Jeevan Reddy Committee
A.     1 and 2 only
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B.     2 and 4 only
C.      1 only
D.     1 and 4 only

Answer : D,

Solution :

Justice Jeevan Reddy Committee:"The Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, 1958, should be
repealed," it notes in its recommendations. "The Act is too sketchy, too bald and quite
inadequate in several particulars".

Shanta Kumar Committee: Restructuring of Food Corporation of India

Shekatkar Committee: The Government decided to carry out a series of reform initiatives in
the Indian Army. Defence Minister ArunJaitley said that 65 out of 99 recommendations of the
Shekatkar Committee pertaining to army have been accepted. The panel was appointed to
recommend measures to enhance combat capability of the armed forces.

Kasturirangan Committee: National Policy on Education | Committee to protect Western Ghats

Q.92 Mechi River flows through which of the following countries?
1.       India
2.       Bangladesh
3.       Nepal
4.       Bhutan
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     1 and 4 only
C.      1 and 3 only
D.     1, 3 and 4 only

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Mechi River is a trans-boundary river flowing through Nepal and India. It is a tributary of
the Mahananda River. The Mechi originates in the Mahabharat Range in Nepal. The Union
Cabinet has approved a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to be signed between India and
Nepal for laying down implementation arrangement on Cost sharing, Schedules and Safeguard
issues for starting construction of a new Bridge over Mechi River at Indo-Nepal border.

The construction of the bridge will improve regional connectivity and has potential to
strengthen cross border trade between both the countries and cementing ties by
strengthening industrial, social and cultural exchanges.

Q.93 Every year Indian Army celebrates Haifa Day. When was this battle fought?
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A.     World War II
B.     Sepoy Mutiny
C.      World War I
D.     Battle of Wandiwash

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Battle of Haifa was fought on 23 September 1918 and every year on this date the Indian
Army celebrates Haifa Day to pay respect to the martyred Indian soldiers. Battle of Haifa is
considered to be one of the most bravely-contested battles of World War I.

The battle of Haifa, won with the help of Indian princely state Armies, is also remembered as
the last successful horse cavalry action.

The biggest lesson of the World War-I was that horse cavalry was no longer relevant in the
battlefield as a weapon of offence, primarily because of trench warfare machine gun advances
in artillery and introduction of barbed wire. The Haifa attack and its victory will always be
dedicated to the Indian soldiers from the princely states like Jodhpur and Mysore.

Q.94 Consider the following. Choose the correct statement(s)
1.       Once appointed, the Chief Election Commissioner is answerable only to the President,
and not the government.
2.       The removal process of CEC is similar to that of a Supreme Court
A.     Only 1 is correct
B.     Only 2 is correct
C.      Both 1 and 2 are correct
D.     None of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

CEC is not answerable to both the government and the president.

Q.95 Recently the government has extended the FAME scheme by 6 months. What is it for?
A.     For promoting sports among youth
B.     For promoting scientific temper among youth
C.      To promote electric and hybrid vehicles
D.     To promote solar friendly roofing

Answer : C,

Solution :
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Government of India has notified FAME India Scheme [Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of
(Hybrid &) Electric Vehicles in India] for implementation with effect from 1st April 2015, with
the objective to support hybrid/electric vehicles market development and Manufacturing eco-
system. The scheme has 4 focus areas i.e. Technology development, Demand Creation, Pilot
Projects and Charging Infrastructure. The FAME India Scheme is aimed at incentivising all
vehicle segments i.e. 2 Wheeler, 3 Wheeler Auto, Passenger 4 Wheeler Vehicle, Light
Commercial Vehicles and Buses. The scheme covers Hybrid & Electric technologies like Mild
Hybrid, Strong Hybrid, Plug in Hybrid & Battery Electric Vehicles.

Q.96 Public Service Commission was constituted in India under which of the following?
A.     Macaulay’ Report in 1854
B.     Government of India Act 1919
C.      Cornwallis Declaration 1793
D.     Charter Act 1833

Answer : B,

Solution :

The Act provided for the establishment of a Public Service Commission in India for the first
time.

Q.97 Consider the following leaders. Which organization did these leaders form?
1.       LalaLajpatRai
2.       Joseph Baptista
3.       N.M Joshi
4.       DiwanChamanLal
A.     The Hindu Mahasabha
B.     All India Trade Union Congress
C.      Congress Socialist Party
D.     Communist Party of India

Answer : B,

Solution :

It was founded on 31 October 1920 in Bombay by LalaLajpatRai, Joseph Baptista, N. M.
Joshi,DiwanChamanLall and a few others and, until 1945 when unions became organised on
party lines, it was the primary trade union organisation in India. Since then, it has been
associated with the Communist Party of India.

Q.98 In which of the following articles of the Constitution would one find a predominant reference
to socially and educationally backward classes?
A.     Article 300A
B.     Article 340
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C.      Article 48
D.     Article 323

Answer : B,

Solution :

Under Article 340 of the Indian Constitution, The President may appoint a commission to
investigate the conditions of socially and educationally backward classes and to recommend
the steps to improve their condition. The report of the commission is to be placed before the
Parliament, along with action taken memorandum.

Under the above provision, the President has appointed two commissions so far. The first
backward classes commission was appointed in 1953 under the chairmanship of Kaka
Kalelkar. The second Backward Classes Commission was appointed in 1979 with B.P. Mandal
as chairman. The decision to set up the third Commission (option ‘d’) was recently approved by
the Cabinet.

Q.99 Consider the following commissions. What are they related to?
1.       JVP Commission
2.       SK Dhar Commission
3.       Fazal Ali Commission
A.     Panchayati Raj Institutions
B.     Backward Classes Commissions
C.      Instrument of Accession
D.     States’ Reorganisation

Answer : D,

Solution :

None

Q.100Consider the following. Choose the incorrect statement(s)
1.       The information received by exercising the RTI can be obtained in any of the Schedule
10 languages
2.       NITI Aayog is kept outside the purview of RTI due its nature of being an integral think
tank of the government
3.       NRIs are kept out of the scope of RTI Act
A.     1 and 2 only
B.     1 only
C.      3 only
D.     All of the above

Answer : D,
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Solution :

Statement 1: Schedule 8 languages (Pay attention to the detail)

Statement 2: NITI Aayog is well under the purview of the RTI Act

Statement 3: NRIs can use RTI to access information


